Capsid transformation during packaging of bacteriophage lambdaDNA.
Assembly pathways of complex viruses might not be simple additions of one protein after another with rigid tertiary structure. It might in fact involve shifts in subunit structure, movement of subunits relative to each other to form new arrangements, transient action of proteins and protein segments, involvement of structure forming 'microenvironments' of the host. Thus morphogenesis of the bacteriophage lambda head starts with the formation of a core-containing DNA-free petit lambda particle. In a first transition, and dependent on a host function, the core is released, minor protein components of the capsid are processed and the particle's structure is altered, as shown by a change of its hydrodynamic properties. The resulting 'prehead' undergoes a second transition triggered by a complex of DNA and recognition protein (A-protein). This transition is more drastic than the first one. The particle doubles its volume without increasing in protein mass, the shell becomes thinner, and the surface structure is changed. Concomitantly with this process, the DNA becomes packaged and the particle becomes able to bind the small 'D-protein' in amounts equimolar to the capsid protein, which it could not do before. The D-protein addition probably causes another shift of the capsid structure. DNA packaging is completed, and the DNA is cut from concatemeric precursors to unit length molecules. Binding sites are created for the tail connector molecules which in turn allow the independently assembled tail to attach. Research on these processes proceeds along several lines: comparison of physical and chemical properties of particles accumulating in mutants; pulse-chase experiments on assembly precursors; morphogenesis in vitro; and model transitions of aberrant lambda polyheads.